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Abstract
Purpose – The article describes how organizational members became storywriters of an important process of organizational change. Writing became a practice designed to create a space, a time, and a methodology with which to author the process of change and create a learning context. The written stories produced both the subjectivity of practical authors and reflexively created the con/text for their reproduction.
Design/methodology/approach – A storywriting workshop inspired by a processual and participatory practice-based approach to learning and knowing was held in a research organization
undergoing privatization. For six months, thirty-one organizational members, divided into two groups, participated in writing one story per week for six weeks. The written story had to refer to a fact that had occurred in the previous week, thus prompting reflection on the ongoing organizational life and giving a situated meaning to the change process.

**Findings** – Storywriting is first and foremost a social practice of wayfinding, i.e of knowing as one goes. Writing proved to be an effective practice that involved the authors, their narratives, and the audiences in a shared experience where all these practice elements became connected and through their connection acquired agency.

**Originality/value** – Narrative knowledge has been studied mainly in storytelling, while storywriting by organizational members has received less attention. This paper explores storywriting both as a situated, relational, and material practice and as the process that produces narratives which can be considered for their content and their style.

**Keywords** – Organizational learning, practice-based knowing, storywriting, authoring, reflexivity.

**Introduction**

It may be that the learning organization is “dead”, as Pedler (2013) argued, or perhaps it is still alive but living under different names, as Pedler and Burgoyne (2017) suggested after an informal survey on practitioners. This debate is intriguing, and we aim to contribute to it by discussing one of the features of the learning organization that should receive closer attention. In fact, reflection and time for reflection (Garvin *et al.*, 2008; Örtenblad, 2013) have been acknowledged as ingredients necessary for nurturing a learning context, while how to organize practices for reflection has somewhat disappeared from sight in recent times.

While reflection is usually conceived as a cognitive process – and we acknowledge that people in organizations reflect, both spontaneously and in organized ways – we focus on activities and their reflexivity in producing the context. We shall assume reflexivity in its ethnomethodological definition, subsuming in it the activities of reflecting, and considering both reflection and reflexivity as practice phenomena. Following a “turn to practice” in organization studies (Gherardi, 2009; 2012; Nicolini, 2012) we explore how reflexivity may be designed as an organizational practice that supports learning. Chia (2017, p. 108) proposes the image of “wayfinding” as an alternative practice-based form of organizational learning that entails learning and “knowing as we go”, in contrast to “navigation” which presupposes the existence of pre-established goals and route maps,
and which assumes that we must know “before we go” (italics in original). In what follows, we present an initiative in which we designed a space and a time for reflexivity in a research organization undergoing privatization, and we proposed a specific mode for “knowing as one goes” based on narrative knowing and the use of storywriting as a means to achieve it.

Over the past twenty years, organization scholars have shown considerable interest in narratives and storytelling, especially because they are linked to issues of knowledge, organizational learning, communication, power, and identities (Czarniawska, 1997; Rhodes and Brown, 2005; Gabriel, 2000; Tosey, 2008). The performance of narratives is a key aspect of members’ work lives in “storytelling organizations” (Boje, 1991; Hillon and Boje, 2017), and storytelling intensifies in stressful conditions like organizational change (Brown et al., 2009). We contend that whilst much theoretical knowledge has been produced on storytelling as an oral activity (Vaara et al., 2016), less has been done on the writing of stories by organizations’ members.

Writing may be considered a form of inquiry (Richardson, 1994), and storywriting may be designed as a situated practice for organizing reflexivity within an organization wanting to create a learning context. When organizational members write stories about organizational life, they inquire into the indistinct flux of ongoing experience to introduce order and meaning. They thus produce a sense of accountability of themselves, of others, and of what counts as “events” that they choose to represent. At the same time, the narratives become “texts” that have a life of their own and produce the con/text where they achieve agency and consequentiality. Thus, writing is a reflexive activity that produces: (a) the authoring of organizational experience, and (b) the context where more stories may be written and have an effect on organizational learning.

The article is based on our experimentation with storywriting as a practice intentionally designed to promote organizing reflexivity within a framework of participatory action research (Greenwood et al. 1993; Steyaert and Van Looy, 2010) sustaining an organizational change process. It will first introduce storywriting as a method of inquiry, and then present the empirical setting and the research design, before illustrating the narratives that for six months two groups of participants
wrote – in the form of logbooks – about the organizational change process. In the discussion section
we focus on how storywriting may be interpreted as a process, as an activity of authoring
organizational change, and as a practice in which narratives, authors, audiences, and their
materiality achieve agency. The conclusion is devoted to organizing practices of reflexivity targeted
on learning contexts.

**Storywriting as an ongoing reflexive practice**

Interest in writing as a qualitative methodology can be traced back to Richardson (1994, p. 923),
who described it as “a method of inquiry, a way of finding out about yourself and your topic […] a
way of “knowing”, a method of discovery and analysis”. What she meant by “a method of inquiry”,
instead of a “telling of the world”, was that it offers an opportunity to experience language-in-use,
wondering on how we word and re-word the world. Moreover, Richardson (p. 928) notes that we
live and work in a postmodernist climate, “a time when a multitude of approaches to knowing and
telling exist side by side”. Wayfinding as a metaphor for organizational learning is inscribed in the
same epistemology. Moreover, this postmodernist atmosphere is fully expressed by St Pierre (2014,
p. 374) when she introduces the concept of collaborative writing as “a different collaboration
enabled by a different ontology in post-humanism when writers are neither authors, nor individual,
nor present but always already entangled in an assemblage of reading, writing, and the world”. In
fact, a posthumanist practice theory makes it possible to see a practice as an *agencement* of
elements that achieve agency in their being connected (Gherardi, 2015), and the stories that we tell
and write are entangled with activities, artifacts, other human and more-than-human beings,
denying centre stage to human beings.

Therefore, storywriting instead of storytelling is a mode of inquiry into the composition of a worded
world that is never accurate, precise, captured once and for all, always in becoming and always
different. Storywriting is first and foremost a social practice of wayfinding, rather than an isolated
technique individually applied; it is an interactive way to engage with and handle encounters situated in specific organizational contexts.

It should be noted that writing, reflecting, sharing written stories, using arts in organizational research is becoming a consolidated methodology. In the past we have experimented with storywriting in workshops where practitioners wrote stories on gendering leadership practices (Gherardi and Poggio, 2007). Moreover, other studies have experimented with collaborative writing (Gabriel, and Connell, 2010, Gale and Wyatt 2012), sometimes as a participatory methodology with practitioners (Speedy and Wyatt, 2014); and the writing of collaborative biographies (Davies and Gannon, 2006) has been developed as a feminist methodology.

In addressing the question of how to design practices of reflection (and how reflexivity is performed by reflecting), we define reflexivity “as situated, engaged, relational, material-discursive practices” (emphasis in original) (Keevers and Treleaven, 2011, p. 506). The aim of reflexivity is to achieve a close interweaving among symbols, languages and actions, and their connections with the context, so that the world is comprehensible to oneself and to the other members of a collectivity. Reflexivity is therefore a characteristic of all order-producing social activities, storywriting included, since it is used to create a sense of orderliness for action but reflexively creates that self-same context for action.

While reflection and reflection-in-action have been widely studied in the management learning literature (Cunliffe, 2003; Cunliffe and Easterby-Smith, 2004; Reynolds and Vince, 2009; Jordan et al., 2009) as types of “inquiry characterized by engaging in comparison, pondering alternatives, taking diverse perspectives and drawing inferences” (Jordan, 2010, p. 393), less attention has been paid to organizing situated practices for reflexivity. In fact, while reflection looks back at the past in order to alter the future, reflexivity is anchored in present practice, in identification of the assumptions and priorities that shape our interpersonal relations. Reflexivity consists in the practices of accountability, observability, and reportability of social action (Garfinkel, 1967), and
we can inquire as to how accountability, observability, and reportability are “done” in practice when organizational members engage in a situated practice of collective writing.

In storywriting – as a practice for organizing reflexivity in the context of organizational change – it is particularly important that organizational members become “practical authors” (Cunliffe 2003, Schotter 1993; 2010; Shotter and Cunliffe, 2003). Organizational members become practical authors of their own work when they can play an active role in the production, reproduction, and transformation of their working practices (Gorli et al., 2015). Therefore, enhancing the possibilities for practical authorship relies on the conditions to engage in the ongoing organizational power game and appropriate it. Organization studies increasingly analyse reflexive practices in order to understand how individuals deploy them in order to avoid or engage with a call to change either themselves or the social context (Antonacopoulou, 2004; Hibbert et al., 2010; 2017).

In the following sections, we illustrate how the practical authors of narratives about change engage in a process of wording and worlding their everyday lives and how they, their stories, and their audiences achieve agency within a writing practice.

**Organizing a practice of reflexivity: research design**

We conducted an experiment in storywriting in the context of the transition of an Italian public research institute (454 employees) to a private research foundation (henceforth: Foundation). In the public discourse, this privatization was presented as intended to improve the performance, flexibility, and the autonomy of the institute, which was already recognized for its scientific excellence, as well as its economic and social impact. In this context, we proposed storywriting as a methodology for engaging organizational members in a collaborative practice of rewording and appropriating the ongoing change, which was generating controversial reactions. This tense atmosphere motivated managers to support the design of a temporary practice designed to promote organizational learning in a “protected” environment.
The storywriting workshop consisted in asking participants to reflect on the events of the past week and write – each week, for six weeks – a short narrative either related to what they considered as a “key event” that had occurred in the past week or a personal reflection related to organizational life. Contrary to other approaches, we did not ask the participants to use a grid to write their stories – as Ripamonti et al. (2016) did – nor did we direct their attention to “arresting moments”, as Greig et al. (2013) did on using a phenomenological approach. The rationale of our methodology was that participants should create a logbook in which they expressed a collective and unfolding experience, choosing what to voice and what to silence, what to include in a plot and what to leave out.

The writers had to upload their texts to an online platform, which was password-protected and accessible only to researchers and participants. We involved thirty-one volunteers: managers did not participate because their presence might have affected the interaction. Two groups were created and each chose a name: “Voltaire” was the name of the first group, while the second decided to call itself “Mentalworkers”. We would stress that the groups’ names expressed a different imagery and a different positioning within the organizational change: the former name was more elitarian and individual, since Voltaire was an Enlightenment thinker and a satirical polemicist, while the latter name was more proletarian and collective, suggesting an analogy between metalworkers and mentalworkers, i.e. the transformation of work from manual to cognitive. Symbolically, the transition from the first group, whose narratives were written in the immediacy of the organizational change, to the second group, whose narratives came at a later stage, marked a switch in the subjectivation of “the worker” in the Foundation.

Covering six months of the ongoing organizational change, the groups worked in two consecutive periods. The first group comprised thirteen people, involved from January until March. The second group consisted of eighteen people, involved from June until July. Each group was also involved in a first workshop to familiarize it with the methodology before the storywriting began, and in a second one held at the end of the six weeks to de-brief the narratives and reflect collectively on the ongoing process of organizational change.
Overall, the participants wrote 135 narratives: the first group wrote 62 texts out of 78 expected, while the second one wrote 73 texts out of 114 expected. Each author was asked to give a title to guide the reader by giving a quick clue as to the subject of the story.

We did not analyse the narratives according to their content, since the aim of our intervention was not to collect them, but rather to promote a participatory methodology for reflecting via writing, and sustain the reflexivity of the written stories. The process of writing proved to have a reflexive effect since the first narratives influenced and created the context for the following ones.

In the next two sections, we draw on a selection of narratives that illustrate how everyday life in the Foundation metabolized the initial impact of the change process. They are prime examples of how, when writing their stories, the participants developed an authorial subjectivity linked to their appropriation of the ongoing process of change, and how the written stories performed its authoring.

**Soon after the Big Bang: Voltaire’s narratives**

The narratives of the first group were focused on identifying the changes characterizing the organizational life of the Foundation. A recurrent expression like “It is the first time that ...” marked temporal discontinuity and signposted a reference to something “new”. Indeed, the Voltaire group wrote many “stories of change” linked to key events considered turning points in the history of the organization.

Two events attracted the almost unanimous attention of the Voltaire group, respectively during the first and the second week of storywriting: the Retreat – a day devoted to discussing research at the Foundation – and the appointment of a new Secretary-General. Both were events that embodied and symbolized the organizational change as a kind of primordial Big Bang materialized in specific events. In writing about them, the authors made a choice about what was observable and reportable and what should left in the background.

In their storywriting, the Voltaire authors reflected upon and took a stance on the big organizational change instead of being passive spectators. By anchoring the organizational transformation in
particular events, the storywriters made the overall change more tangible, giving it a voice and the appropriate words.

Story 1: “Retreat 2009. The future of scientific and technological research” (English in original)
This has been the week of Retreat 2009. A great event for research: leading researchers and scientists in the international field of Information Technology and Microelectronics. For the first time the Foundation has provided a new service: the live video-audio streaming of the event. For the days of the Retreat, everyone could connect from around the world to the webpage to follow the rapporteurs live. A new service useful for both Foundation researchers and outsiders.

In Story 1 the important change is worded as a new service, i.e. the streaming of events to both the Foundation researchers and external interested people. This aspect connects with the aim of improving the visibility of the new Foundation and its research excellence, and progressively eradicate the legacy of the past. The symbolic value of this story is not only the new openness towards an external audience but also the call to participate implicit in the availability of the streaming. The narratives that referred to this event constructed it as a moment of organizational reflection on the discontinuity introduced into everyday life.

At the same time, “jammed mechanisms” and “entrenched situations” cohabited with a new organizational set-up centered on a new Secretary-General. This co-existence of old and new, past and present, caused mixed feelings: storywriters were aware that change takes time and, as in Story 2, they described change as a “crossroads” that can either deteriorate or improve the situation.

Story 2: “At a crossroad”
Today we have a Secretary-General. We also have a Grant Officer to attract non-European funds. The organization has found a structure that will be completed with appointment of the new Director of the Centre XX. Now is the time to work to ensure that the machine’s jammed and encrusted mechanisms inherited from the old system find the fluidity that allows them to operate smoothly and keep pace with the times. But will
we be willing to work without walls? Will it really be possible to harmonize Administration and Research? I say, why not? (…) This occasion of reorganization and change is simply a great opportunity. Change in itself is neither positive nor negative: it is an opportunity, a crossroads that allows one to go in both directions, for better or worse.

This comparison between past and present continued in the following week’s narratives, which now stressed the introduction of new practices such as those minimizing the bureaucracy. As the author of Story 3 says, the past is analogic and slow, while the future is digital and rapid, meaning that a successful change relies on an increase in autonomy and flexibility, on empowering the workers and enhancing organizational efficiency.

Story 3: “Travelling on one’s own”

The novelty of this week has been that for the first time I’ve used the computer mask which since the beginning of the year has allowed the direct and personal compilation of expenses request forms for missions. Surprisingly, everything went smoothly ... Besides the obvious fact that you avoid wasting time on information transfer and that the secretarial work is simplified, the main psychological advantage of direct compilation of the expenses request form is that, by organizing the transfer details yourself, you have a greater sense of efficiency and, I would say, empowerment. After all, what is more natural for a researcher than to plan a work mission, quickly submit the idea to the head of his/her unit, draw up the budget, and receive the administration’s okay by immediate return of post? In the transition from Research Institute to Foundation, one of the most alluring (and for the time being most frustrating) promises for those working there was that decision-making within the organization would be streamlined and simplified, with greater investment in trust and responsibilization of the individual researcher to the detriment of the traditional bureaucratic control mechanisms typical of public administrations. (…) It may seem strange, but compiling a document online has given me a greater sense of ongoing change than many other more highfalutin initiatives.
The narratives written immediately after the Big Bang were focused on notable “events” and they created the context for the writing of later narratives pinpointing “minor changes” that give meaning to daily life. The uncertain future is mastered by the words, which take the place of an empty scenario, as well as by the narratives embodying observations and reflections in a tangible (i.e. the uploaded text) and reportable plot. The sense of accountability inscribed in these narratives paved the way for the following ones.

The sun after the storm: the narratives by Mentalworkers

In the Mentalworkers group, there were neither typical narratives nor key events, nor a comparison between past and present. This absence was due to the passage of time, together with the effect of the ongoing reflexivity of storywriting. Indeed, events like the Retreat and the appointment of the new Secretary-General had already occurred, and were no longer so relevant for those writing three months later. Moreover, the Mentalworkers started writing just before summertime and vacations, a period that generally affects the rhythm of organizational life overall.

In the second period of the storywriting workshop, both the emotional tone and the focus of the narratives changed. For the first group, the main subject matter was the organizational change, while work in itself was in the background. Conversely, the meaning of work was the main topic in the second group of narratives. We argue that the mode of constructing accountability, observability, and repeatability had changed.

Language use also changed, and in Mentalworkers narratives it marked membership of a collectivity. There was frequent use of possessives, as in “our [research] center”, “our [or “my”] group”, “my research unit”, “our research group”, “our office”. By contrast, the Voltaire authors referred to the Foundation as external to them by using expressions like “the Foundation staff”, “the science center and the human science center [of the Foundation]”, “the researchers and technologists of the Foundation”, “those working in a scientific environment”, “a group”, “the
research staff”, “the offices located in Via…”, “the organization”, “a center”, the “Big Brother” (referring to the decision-makers).

Noteworthy is the presence of ethical/aesthetic judgements like “the good and the bad of this work” (i.e. research work). Storywriters associated “the good” with the possibility to apply specific individual competencies (for example, a personal skill in photography that can be valuable also in one’s work) or creativity (for example, take the lead of a paper when it comes to design). “The good” was also when one had time to complete constantly interrupted tasks. The pleasure, and through the pleasure the attachment to work, is well represented in the following story.

Story 4: “So long”

What was the significant event of the week just past? If I think for a moment and look at my diary for the past few days … it’s curiously empty. And then I realize that this week I’ve worked more than I’ve done for a long while: I’ve written a lot, and managed to start on that article that was waiting for so long… After a period crammed with meetings, group work sessions, board meetings that have overlapped for a series of reasons (primarily, the transition to Foundation), this week has been quiet! … It may be the imminent summer, but I have taken advantage of this calm and my research has certainly benefited from it.

Story 5 introduces also “the bad”, which was linked to an increased number of meetings to consolidate the new set-up. As in Voltaire Story 2, the Mentalworkers Story 5 reveals the ambiguity of change: the recurrent meetings were sources of information and clarification, on the one hand, and time-consuming events on the other.

Story 5: “Meetings, meetings and meetings again!”

I’ve spent most of the week in meetings. Organizational meetings, catch-up meetings, meetings to plan future work … However, when meetings multiply and, most importantly, concentrate together, there’s little time left for work, not to mention that you usually come out of meetings with an additional workload. So
now my ideas are certainly clearer, with an updated work schedule and, above all, with an increased workload. My state of mind is similar to what you have when you’re close to a deadline.

In the writing, what counted as “organizational change” underwent a significant shift. While the first group of narratives described an “organization” outside its members’ activities, the latter group of narratives dealt with “organizing” as a process which the members own through their work. Reflections on the changed working conditions recurred also in Story 6, which referred to an ethical concern about an increased influence of business interests on decisions concerning research.

Story 6: “In-between two private partners”
Supervising a PhD dissertation, we came across a technology that could be developed to solve a technological problem in the LPG-fuel car market. The PhD is sponsored by an industrial partner A, which wants to keep control over dissemination of the thesis results. The same technology suggested in the thesis had previously been proposed by another industrial partner B, who only asked us to try to make devices with this technology in our microelectronics laboratory. To proceed with the dissertation, it is necessary to verify the compatibility of the new technology with the system in which it is to be incorporated. Essential for this is the contribution of partner B, but that means at least partly revealing the industrial intentions of partner A. I found myself having to decide what information to give to B so that it could work informally. I had to answer a simple question: Can I use this thing in that system to get this measurement? Well, to do this without exposing the PhD student to partner A’s ire I had to do a number of checks to safeguard relationships with both private partners. To gain credibility in the eyes of industry, researchers often endeavour to imitate its confidentiality standards, which induce a rigidity which may even halt or slow down the progress of work.

The plot of this story proves how an individual researcher is in the front line in actualizing the ethical stance of the organization.
Communicating by the narratives what was “good” and “beautiful” (as well as “boring” in Story 5) of research work was a means for the negotiation and comparison of subjective opinions about
working at the Foundation. At the same time these texts, through their materiality, are detached from their authors’ intentions and carry with them the ethic of work at the new Foundation. Overall, the reflexivity expressed through the categories of “good” and “bad” marks the new rhythm of the Foundation and exemplifies how accountability, observability, and reportability are done in a practice of reflexivity and how this reflexivity creates the context that the narratives describe. These narratives share a moral according to which – metaphorically speaking – the sun always comes back after a big change, and it sheds light on new priorities as well as on new challenges to face as a collective and more powerful subject.

Storywriting was a process of wording a moment of change in organizational life and worlding the organization in which the authors dwelt.

**Discussion**

What happens in storywriting as an organizational practice? Its illustration through the narratives selected enables its interpretation as a process, an activity, and an *agencement* of all practice elements.

As a process, we may refer to the transition in the narratives from the Voltaire group to the Mentalworkers. We named this transition as “from Big Bang” to “the sun after the storm”, and in reading the stories one can note how the narratives just after the change were constructed around facts originating from outside the writers and presented as “events” symbolizing the Foundation’s change process (narratives 1-2-3), while the later narratives were plotted around both everyday work and the meaning of working in the Foundation according to aesthetic and ethical judgments (narratives 4-5-6). Writing stories was a process in which the narratives were used to create a sense of orderliness in organizational life, but reflexively they created the self-same context that made some narratives possible while others became less plausible, or implausible. This interpretation refers to one aspect of reflexivity – i.e. inscribing accountability, observability, and reportability.
Now we can discuss the other aspect of reflexivity by posing the question of what narratives “do” in being written.

When we interpret storywriting as an activity, we focus on how observability, accountability, and reportability are accomplished within the plot of a story. In other words, we discuss how storywriting is a form of inquiry, a wayfinding form of “knowing as we go” (Chia, 2017). We may consider as an example the transition in the narratives from the first one – in which the Retreat was the observed “fact” accounting for an organizational change and referred to visibility and participation – to the last one in which the meaning of “privatization” was exemplified via a moral dilemma within a network of actions and actors. This transition may be interpreted as a situated activity of authoring the change process and thus of appropriating it and participating in the organizational power game. In fact, while the locus of control inscribed in the narratives was initially external to the storywriters, in storywriting and through a process of authoring the change, the locus of control was positioned in the storywriters’ hands and expressed through the plotting of narratives that made the world comprehensible to themselves and negotiable with the other members of the Foundation.

Finally, we consider storywriting as an agencement of practice elements, and we wonder what the narratives “make do” in their circuit of reproduction, i.e. as a situated practice aimed at reflexivity. When we interpret storywriting as a practice we are pointing at how in the process of practising all the elements are connected together to acquire agency. In fact, once the human being as author has been decentered in favour of a relational epistemology, then agency is distributed among all the elements: the narratives, their authors, their audiences, and their material embeddedness. Reflexivity is thus interpreted as the agencement of the elements contributing to storywriting as a situated practice. Narratives circulate and act as common ground for communication and knowledge sharing (Bechky, 2003). They have a life of their own independently from the intentions of their authors, and they become organizational artifacts, or boundary objects that act “as common
information spaces that enable interaction and coordination without consensus or shared goals” (Bartel and Garud, 2003, p. 333).

**Conclusion**

To design learning environments in organizations, it is necessary to organize spaces, times, and practices where members can activate and develop shared reflexive practices. We have presented and discussed an organizational intervention where efforts were made to create conditions to support a learning context, in an organization undergoing an important process of change. This came about through an activity of collective storywriting whereby the members of the organization were stimulated to engage in a collaborative practice of rewording and appropriating the ongoing change. In so doing, we made possible an activity of reflexivity that went beyond a cognitive process through which individuals “recapture their experience, think about it, mull over it and evaluate it” (Boud et al., 1985, p. 19) but is characterized as a situated, engaged and relational practice based on accountability, observability, and reportability of social action.

By combining processes of authoring and agencement, collective storywriting makes it possible to translate the flow of experience into words making sense of the change and, in a sense, “taming” it by generating widespread responsibility for change within the organization.
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